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This lab manual enables a hands-on approach to learning about the evolutionary processes that
resulted in humans through the use of numerous examples and exercises. It offers solid grounding
in the main areas of an introductory physical anthropology lab course: genetics, evolutionary forces,
human osteology, forensic anthropology, comparative/functional skeletal anatomy, primate
behavior, paeloanthroplogy, and now, in this new edition, modern human biological variation. 3-hole
drilled.
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Very informative lab manual. Covers the fundamentals in bio anthro in an interesting and easily
understandable way. After using this manual, you will be able to speak intelligently about bio anthro
at cocktail parties and in other social situations.

is the best place to buy textbooks! This exact book is sold at our school bookstore for more than
twice as much as the price on here. I was actually kinda concerned that it may not include all the
contents since it's a loose-leaf version, but it came in sealed with great packaging.

First things first - if you are going to buy this, buy a package of punch hole reinforcers. The holes
break in my binder like crazy.Now for the text itself. I've never been a science person, but it explains
itself in a fairly straightforward way. Alot of what it says takes me back to highschool, which is
actually useful because it helps me remember things I learned. The workbook part is pretty nice. I

bought this for a college class as I am sure most people are, and my teacher doesnt have us do all
of the work pages, but what I have done have not been unreasonable. I'd say its worth buying. Just
dont forget reinforcements.

this is a great book i barely used it and sold it again. but when i used it it was perfect.

Very easy to understand and packed with useful information. A necessity for any intro to physical
anthropology class. I kept mine as a reference for later classes as well.

I am completely satisfied with this product. My shipment arrived on time. The textbook is in excellent
condition as promised. The book is exactly as described.

I'm grading on the durability of the book itself. As others have stated. The holes will tear. I was even
mindful of this and it still ripped.

unbinded so be sure to get a binderincredibly boring
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